SET8 recognizes the sequence RHRK20VLRDN within the N terminus of histone H4 and mono-methylates lysine 20.
Methylation of lysine 20 in histone H4 has been proven to play important roles in chromatin structure and gene regulation. SET8 is one of the methyltransferases identified to be specific for this modification. In this study, the minimal active SET domain of SET8 has been mapped to the region of amino acids 195-352. This region completely retains the same methylation activity and substrate specificity as the full-length SET8. The SET domain recognizes a stretch of specific amino acid sequence around lysine 20 of H4 for its methylation activity. Methylation assays with N terminus mutants of H4 that contain deletions and single alanine or glutamine substitutions of charged residues revealed that SET8 requires the sequence RHRK20VLRDN for methylation at lysine 20. The individual mutation of any charged residue in this sequence to alanine or glutamine abolished or greatly decreased levels of methylation of lysine 20 of H4 by SET8. Interestingly, mutation of lysine 16 to alanine, arginine, glutamine, or methionine did not affect methylation of lysine 20 by the SET domain. Mass spectrometric analysis of synthesized H4 N-terminal peptides modified by SET8 showed that SET8 selectively mono-methylates lysine 20 of H4. Taken together, our results suggested that the coordination between the amino acid sequence RHRK20VLRDN and the SET domain of SET8 determines the substrate specificity and multiplicity of methylation of lysine 20 of H4.